Mining textual pa erns in news, tweets, papers, and many other kinds of text corpora has been an active theme in text mining and NLP research. Previous studies adopt a dependency parsing-based pa ern discovery approach. However, the parsing results lose rich context around entities in the pa erns, and the process is costly for a corpus of large scale. In this study, we propose a novel typed textual pa ern structure, called meta pa ern, which is extended to a frequent, informative, and precise subsequence pa ern in certain context. We propose an e cient framework, called MetaPAD, which discovers meta pa erns from massive corpora with three techniques: (1) it develops a context-aware segmentation method to carefully determine the boundaries of pa erns with a learnt pa ern quality assessment function, which avoids costly dependency parsing and generates high-quality pa erns; (2) it identi es and groups synonymous meta pa erns from multiple facets-their types, contexts, and extractions; and (3) it examines type distributions of entities in the instances extracted by each group of pa erns, and looks for appropriate type levels to make discovered pa erns precise. Experiments demonstrate that our proposed framework discovers high-quality typed textual pa erns e ciently from di erent genres of massive corpora and facilitates information extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Discovering textual pa erns from text data is an active research theme [4, 7, 10, 12, 28] , with broad applications such as a ribute extraction [11, 30, 32, 33] , aspect mining [8, 15, 19] , and slot lling [40, 41] . Moreover, a data-driven exploration of e cient textual pattern mining may also have strong implications on the development of e cient methods for NLP tasks on massive text corpora.
Traditional methods of textual pa ern mining have made large pa ern collections publicly available, but very few can extract arbitrary pa erns with semantic types. Hearst pa erns like "N P such as N P, N P, and N P" were proposed and widely used to acquire hyponymy lexical relation [14] . TextRunner [4] and ReVerb [10] are blind to the typing information in their lexical pa erns; ReVerb constrains pa erns to verbs or verb phrases that end with prepositions. NELL [7] learns to extract noun-phrase pairs based Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. KDD'17, August [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 2017 on a xed set of prespeci ed relations with entity types like country:president→$C ×$P . One interesting exception is the SOL pa erns proposed by Nakashole et al. in PATTY [28] . PATTY relies on the Stanford dependency parser [9] and harnesses the typing information from a knowledge base [3, 5, 29] or a typing system [20, 27] . Figure 1(a) shows how the SOL pa erns are automatically generated with the shortest paths between two typed entities on the parse trees of individual sentences. Despite of the signi cant contributions of the work, SOL pa erns have three limitations on mining typed textual pa erns from a large-scale text corpus as illustrated below.
First, a good typed textual pa ern should be of informative, self-contained context. e dependency parsing in PATTY loses the rich context around the entities such as the word "president" next to "Barack Obama" in sentence #1, and "president" and "prime minister" in #2 (see Figure 1(a) ). Moreover, the SOL pa erns are restricted to the dependency path between two entities but do not represent the data types like $D for "55" (see Figure 1 (b)) and $M $D $Y . Furthermore, the parsing process is costly: Its complexity is cubic in the length of sentence [23] , which is too costly for news and scienti c corpora that o en have long sentences. We expect an e cient textual pa ern mining method for massive corpora.
Second, synonymous textual pa erns are expected to be identied and grouped for handling pa ern sparseness and aggregating their extractions for extending knowledge bases and question answering. As quoted by red " -" pairs in Figure 1 , country:president and person:age are two synonymous pa ern groups: (1) {"president $P 's government of $C ", "$C president $P ", . . . } and (2) {"$P , age $D ", "$P 's age is $D ", "$P , a $D -year-old", . . . }. However, the process of nding such synonymous pa ern groups is non-trivial. Multi-faceted information should be considered: (1) synonymous pa erns should share the same entity types or data types; (2) even for the same entity (e.g., Barack Obama), one should allow it be grouped and generalized di erently (e.g., in United States, Barack Obama vs. Barack Obama, 55 ); and (3) shared words (e.g., "president") or semantically similar contextual words (e.g., "age" and "-year-old") may play an important role in synonymous pa ern grouping. PATTY does not explore the multi-faceted information at grouping syonymous pa erns, and thus cannot aggregate such extractions into one collection.
ird, the entity types in the textual pa erns should be precise. In di erent pa erns, even the same entity can be typed at di erent type levels. For example, the entity "Barack Obama" should be typed at a ne-grained level ($P ) in the pa erns generated from sentence #1-2, and it should be typed at a coarse-grained level ($P ) in the pa erns from sentence #3-4. However, PATTY does not look for appropriate granularity of the entity types. PATTY's different SOL patterns generated with the shortest paths on the dependency parse trees poss ("government", "Barack Obama") nmod:of ("government", "United States") compound("Barack Obama", "US") nmod:of("Justin Trudeau", "Canada") (a) MetaPAD considers rich contexts around entities and determines pa ern boundaries by pa ern quality assessment while dependency parsing does not. In this paper, we propose a new typed textual pa ern called meta pa ern, which is de ned as follows.
De nition (Meta Pa ern). A meta pa ern refers to a frequent, informative, and precise subsequence pa ern of entity types (e.g., $P , $P , $C ) or data types (e.g., $D , $M , $Y ), words (e.g., "politician", "age") or phrases (e.g., "prime minister"), and possibly punctuation marks (e.g., ",", "("), which serves as an integral semantic unit in certain context.
We study the problem of mining meta pa erns and grouping synonymous meta pa erns. Why mining meta pa erns and grouping them into synonymous meta pa ern groups?-because mining and grouping meta pa erns into synonymous groups may facilitate information extraction and turning unstructured data into structures. For example, given us a sentence from a news corpus, "President Blaise Compaoré's government of Burkina Faso was founded …", if we have discovered the meta pa ern "president $P 's government of $C ", we can recognize and type new entities (i.e., type "Blaise Compaoré" as a $P and "Burkina Faso" as a $C ), which previously requires human expertise on language rules or heavy annotations for learning [26] . If we have grouped the pa ern with synonymous pa erns like "$C president $P ", we can merge the fact tuple Burkina Faso, president, Blaise Compaoré into the large collection of facts of the a ribute type country:president.
To systematically address the challenges of mining meta pa erns and grouping synonymous pa erns, we develop a novel framework called MetaPAD (Meta PA ern Discovery). Instead of working on every individual sentence, our MetaPAD leverages massive sentences in which redundant pa erns are used to express a ributes or relations of massive instances. First, MetaPAD generates meta pa ern candidates using e cient sequential pa ern mining, learns a quality assessment function of the pa erns candidates with a rich set of domain-independent contextual features for intuitive ideas (e.g., frequency, informativeness), and then mines the quality meta pa erns by assessment-led context-aware segmentation (see Sec. 4.1). Second, MetaPAD formulates the grouping process of synonymous meta pa erns as a learning task, and solves it by integrating features from multiple facets including entity types, data types, pa ern context, and extracted instances (see Sec. 4.2).
ird, MetaPAD examines the type distributions of entities in the extractions from every meta pa ern group, and looks for the most appropriate type level that the pa erns t. is includes both topdown and bo om-up schemes that traverse the type ontology for the pa erns' preciseness (see Sec. 4.3).
e major contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we propose a new de nition of typed textual pa ern, called meta pattern, which is more informative, precise, and e cient in discovery than the SOL pa ern; (2) we develop an e cient meta-pa ern mining framework, MetaPAD of three components: generating quality meta pa erns by context-aware segmentation, grouping synonymous meta pa erns, and adjusting entity-type levels for appropriate granularity in the pa ern groups; and (3) our experiments on news and tweet text datasets demonstrate that the MetaPAD not only generates high quality pa erns but also achieves signi cant improvement over the state-of-the-art in information extraction.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize existing systems and methods that are related to the topic of this paper.
TextRunner [4] extracts strings of words between entities in text corpus, and clusters and simpli es these word strings to produce relation-strings. ReVerb [10] constrains pa erns to verbs or verb phrases that end with prepositions. However, the methods in the TextRunner/ReVerb family generate pa erns of frequent relational strings/phrases without entity information. Another line of work, open information extraction systems [2, 22, 36, 39] , are supposed to extract verbal expressions for identifying arguments. is is less related to our task of discovering textual pa erns.
Google's Biperpedia [12, 13] generates E-A pa erns (e.g., "A of E" and "E 's A") from users' fact-seeking queries (e.g., "president of united states" and "barack oabma's wife") by replacing entity with "E" and noun-phrase a ribute with "A". ReNoun [40] generates S-A-O pa erns (e.g., "S's A is O" and "O, A of S, ") from human-annotated corpus (e.g., "Barack Obama's wife is Michelle Obama" and "Larry Page, CEO of Google") on a pre-de ned subset of the a ribute names, by replacing entity/subject with "S", a ribute name with "A", and value/object with "O". However, the query logs and annotations are o en unavailable or expensive. Furthermore, query log word distributions are highly constrained compared with ordinary wri en language. So most of the S-A-O pa erns like "S A O" and "S's A O" will generate noisy extractions when applied to a text corpus. Textual pa ern learning methods [38] including the above are blind to the typing information of the entities in the pa erns; the pa erns are not typed textual pa erns.
NELL [7] learns to extract noun-phrase pairs from text corpus based on a xed set of prespeci ed relations with entity types. OntExt [25] clusters pa ern co-occurrences for the noun-phrase pairs for a given entity type at a time and does not scale up to mining a large corpus. PATTY [28] was the rst to harness the typing system for mining relational pa erns with entity types. We have extensively discussed the di erences between our proposed meta pa erns and PATTY's SOL pa erns in the introduction: Meta pa ern candidates are e ciently generated by sequential pa ern mining [1, 31, 42] on a massive corpus instead of dependency parsing on every individual sentence; meta pa ern mining adopts a contextaware segmentation method to determine where a pa ern starts and ends; and meta pa erns are not restricted to words between entity pairs but generated by pa ern quality estimation based on four criteria: frequency, completeness, informativeness, and preciseness, grouped on synonymous pa erns, and with type level adjusted for appropriate granularity.
META PATTERN DISCOVERY 3.1 Preprocessing: Harnessing Typing Systems
To nd meta pa erns that are typed textual pa erns, we apply e cient text mining methods for preprocessing a corpus into negrained typed corpus as input in three steps as follows (see Figure 2 ): (1) we use a phrase mining method [21] to break down a sentence into phrases, words, and punctuation marks, which nds more real phrases (e.g., "barack obama", "prime minister") than the frequent n-grams by frequent itemset mining in PATTY; (2) we use a distant supervision-based method [34] to jointly recognize entities and their coarse-grained types (i.e., $P , $L , and $O ); (3) we adopt a ne-grained typing system [35] to distinguish 113 entity types of 2-level ontology (e.g., $P , $C , and $C ); we further use a set of language rules to have 6 data types (i.e., $D ,
, $D , and $Y ). Now we have a ne-grained, typed corpus consisting of the tokens as de ned in the meta pa ern: entity types, data types, phrases, words, and punctuation marks.
e Proposed Problem
Problem (Meta Pa ern Discovery). Given a ne-grained, typed corpus of massive sentences C = [. . . , S, . . .], and each sentence is denoted as S = t 1 t 2 . . . t n in which t k ∈ T ∪ P ∪ M is the k-th token (T is the set of entity types and data types, P is the set of phrases and words, and M is the set of punctuation marks), the task is to nd synonymous groups of quality meta patterns.
A meta pa ern mp is a subsequential pa ern of the tokens from the set T ∪ P ∪ M. A synonymous meta pa ern group is denoted by MPG = [. . . , mp i , . . . , mp j . . .] in which each pair of meta pa erns, mp i and mp j , are synonymous.
What is a quality meta pa ern? Here we take the sentences as sequences of tokens. Previous sequential pa ern mining algorithms mine frequent subsequences satisfying a single metric, the minimum support threshold (min sup), in a transactional sequence database [1] . However, for text sequence data, the quality of our proposed textual pa ern, the meta pa ern, should be evaluated similar to phrase mining [21] , in four criteria as illustrated below.
Example.
e quality of a pa ern is evaluated with the following criteria: (the former pa ern has higher quality than the la er) Frequency: "$D R president of $C " vs. "young president of $C "; Completeness: "$C president $P " vs. "$C president", "$P 's wife, $P " vs. "$P 's wife"; Informativeness: "$P 's wife, $P " vs. "$P and $P "; Preciseness: "$C president $P " vs. "$L president $P ", "$P 's wife, $P " vs. "$P 's wife, $P ", "population of $L " vs. "population of $C ".
What are synonymous meta pa erns? e full set of frequent sequential pa erns from a transaction dataset is huge [1] ; and the number of meta pa erns from a massive corpus is also big. Since there are multiple ways to express the same or similar meanings in a natural language, many meta pa erns may share the same or nearly the same meaning. Examples have been given in Figure 1 . Grouping synonymous meta pa erns can help aggregate a large number of extractions of di erent pa erns from di erent sentences. And the type distribution of the aggregated extractions can help us adjust the meta pa erns in the group for preciseness. Figure 3 presents the MetaPAD framework for Meta PA ern Discovery. It has three modules. First, it develops a context-aware segmentation method to determine the boundaries of the subsequences and generate the meta pa erns of frequency, completeness, and informativeness (see Sec. 4.1). Second, it groups synonymous meta pa erns into clusters (see Sec. 4.2). ird, for every synonymous pa ern group, it adjusts the levels of entity types for appropriate granularity to have precise meta pa erns (see Sec. 4.3).
THE METAPAD FRAMEWORK
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Generating meta patterns by context-aware segmentation
Pa ern candidate generation. We adopt the standard frequent sequential pa ern mining algorithm [31] to look for pa ern candidates that satisfy a min sup threshold. In practice, one can set a maximum pa ern length ω to restrict the number of tokens in the pa erns. Di erent from syntactic analysis of very long sentences, our meta pa ern mining explores pa ern structures that are local but still of wide context: in our experiments, we set ω = 20.
Meta pa ern quality assessment. Given a huge number of pa ern candidates that can be messy (e.g., "of $C " and "$P and"), it is desired but challenging to assess the quality of the pa erns with a very few training labels. We introduce a rich set of contextual features of the pa erns according to the quality criteria (see Sec. 3.2) as follows and train a classi er to estimate the quality function Q (mp) ∈ [0, 1] where mp is a meta pa ern candidate: 1. Frequency: A good pa ern mp should occur with su cient count c (mp) in a given typed text corpus. e other feature is the normalized frequency of mp by the size of the given corpus. 2. Concordance: If the collocation of tokens in such frequency that is signi cantly higher than what is expected due to chance, the meta pa ern mp has good concordance. To statistically reason about the concordance, we consider a null hypothesis: the corpus is generated from a series of independent Bernoulli trials. Suppose the number of tokens in the corpus is L that can be assumed to be fairly large. e expected frequency of a pair of sub-pa erns mp l ,mp r under our null hypothesis of their independence is
where
is the empirical probability of the pa ern. We examine all the possible cases of dividing mp to le sub-pa ern mp l and right sub-pa ern mp r . ere is no overlap between the sub-pa erns. We use Z score to provide a quantitative measure of a pair of sub-pa erns mp l ,mp r forming the best collocation (maximum Z score) as mp in the corpus:
where σ mp l ,mp r is the standard deviation of the frequency. A high Z score indicates that the pa ern is acting as an integral semantic unit in the context: its composed sub-pa erns are highly associated.
Informativeness:
A good pa ern mp should have informative context. We examine the counts of di erent kinds of tokens (e.g., types, words, phrases, non-stop words, marks). For example, the pa ern "$P 's wife $P " is informative for the non-stop word "wife"; "$P was born in $C " is good for the phrase "born in"; and "$P , $D ," is also informative for the two di erent types and two commas. Besides the counts, we adopt Inverse-Document Frequency (IDF) to avoid the issue of over-popularity of some tokens.
Completeness:
We use the ratio between the frequencies of the pa ern candidate (e.g., "$C president $P ") and its sub-pa erns (e.g., "$C president"). If the ratio is high, the candidate is likely to be complete. We also use the ratio between the frequencies of the pa ern candidate and its super-pa erns. If the ratio is high, the candidate is likely to be incomplete. Moreover, we expect the meta pa ern to be NOT bounded by stop words. For example, neither "and $C president" nor "president $P and" is properly bounded. Note that completeness is di erent from concordance: For example, in the concordance test, "$C president $P " cannot be divided into two sub-pa erns because "$P " is not a valid sub-pa ern, but the completeness features can tell that "$C president $P " is more complete than any of the sub-pa erns "$C president" or "president $P ". 5. Coverage: A good typed pa ern can extract multiple instances. For example, the type $P in the pa ern "$P 's healthcare law" refers to only one entity "Barack Obama", and thus has too low coverage in the corpus. e count of entities referred to a type in the pa ern is normalized by the size of the corpus.
We train a classi er based on random forests [6] for learning the meta-pa ern quality function Q (mp) with the above rich set of contextual features. Our experiments (not reported here for the sake of space) show that using only 100 positive pa ern labels can achieve similar precision and recall as using 300 positive labels. Since the number of pa ern candidate is o en much more than the number of lables, we randomly pick a set of pa ern candidates as negative labels. e numbers of positive labels and negative labels are the same. is part can be further improved by using ensemble learning for robust label selection [37] . Note that the learning results can be transferred to other domains: For example, if we transfer the learning model on news or tweets to the bio-medical corpus, the features of low-quality pa erns "$P and $C " and "$B and $A " are similar; the features of high-quality pa erns "$P is president of $C " and "$B is resistant to $A " are similar. In our practice, we nd the random forests model is e ective and e cient. ere could be space for improvement by adopting more complicated learning models such as Conditional Random Field (CRF) and Deep Neural Network (DNN) models. We would suggest practitioners who use the above models to keep considering (1) to use entity types in quality pa ern classi cation and (2) to use the rich set of features we have introduced as above to assess the quality of meta pa erns.
Context-aware segmentation using Q (.) with feedback. With the pa ern quality function Q (.) learnt from the rich set of contextual features, we develop a bo om-up segmentation algorithm to construct the best partition of segments of high quality scores. As shown in Figure 4 , we use Q (.) to determine the boundaries of the segments: we take "$C president $P " for its high quality score; we do not take the candidate "and prime minister $P of $C " because of its low quality score. Since Q (mp) was learnt with features including the raw frequency c (mp), the quality score may be overestimated or underestimated: the principle is that every token's occurrence should be assigned to only one pa ern but the raw frequency may count the tokens multiple times. Fortunately, a er the segmentation, we can rectify the frequency as c r (mp), for example in Figure 4 , the segmentation avoids counting "$P and prime minister $P " of overestimated frequency/quality (see Table 1 ). Once the frequency feature is recti ed, we re-learn the quality function Q (.) using c (mp) as feedback and re-segment the corpus with it. is can be an iterative process but we found in only one iteration, the result converges. Algorithm 1 shows the details.
Grouping synonymous meta patterns
Grouping truly synonymous meta pa erns enables a large collection of extractions of the same relation aggregated from di erent but synonymous pa erns. For example, there could be hundreds of ways of expressing the relation country:president; if we group all such meta pa erns, we can aggregate all the extractions of this relation from massive corpus. PATTY [28] has a narrow de nition of their synonymous dependency path-based SOL pa erns: two patterns are synonymous if they generate the same set of extractions from the corpus. Here we develop a learning method to incorporate information of three aspects, (1) entity/data types in the pa ern, (2) context words/phrases in the pa ern, and (3) extractions from the pa ern, to assign the meta pa erns into groups. Our method is based on three assumptions as follows (see Figure 5 ): A1: Synonymous meta pa erns must have the same entity/data types: the meta pa erns "$P 's age is $D " and "$P 's wife is $P " cannot be synonymous;
Algorithm 1 Context-aware segmentation using Q with feedback
Require: corpus of sentences C=[…, S, …], S = t 1 t 2 ...t n (t k is the k-th token), a set of meta pa ern candidates MP cand , metapa ern quality function Q (.) learnt by contextual features 1: Set all the recti ed frequency c r (mp) to zero 2: for S ∈ C do 3:
Segment the sentence S into Se =[…, mp, …] by maximizing mp ∈Se Q (mp) with a bo om-up scheme (see Figure 4) , where mp ∈ MP cand is a segment of high quality score 4: for mp ∈ Se do A2: If two meta pa erns share (nearly) the same context words/phrases, they are more likely to be synonymous: the pa erns "$C president $P " and "president $P of $C " share the word "president"; A3: If two pa erns generate more common extractions, they are more likely to be synonymous: both "$P 's age is $D " and "$P , $D , " generate Barack Obama, 55 . Since the number of groups cannot be pre-speci ed, we propose to rst construct a pa ern-pa ern graph in which the two pa ern nodes of every edge satisfy A1 and are predicted to be synonymous, and then use a dense δ -clique detection technique to nd all dense cliques as synonymous meta pa en groups. We set up the density δ = 0.8 as the common density clique detection technique does [17] . e density threshold could be derived and automatically set based on the principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL) [18] . Here each pair of the pa erns (mp i , mp j ) in the group MPG = [. . . , mp i , . . . , mp j . . .] are synonymous. For the graph construction, we train Support Vector Regression (SVR) to learn the following features of a pair of pa erns based on A2 and A3: (1) the numbers of words, non-stop words, phrases that each pa ern has and they share; (2) the maximum similarity score between pairs of non-stop words or phrases in the two pa erns; (3) the number of extractions that each pa ern has and they share.
e similarity between words/phrases is represented by the cosine similarity of their word2vec embeddings [24, 38] . e regression results provide us a scores of mixed similarities for each pair of pa er nodes.
Adjusting type levels for preciseness
Given a group of synonymous meta pa erns, we expect the pa erns to be precise: it is desired to determine the levels of the entity types in the pa erns for appropriate granularity.
anks to the grouping process of synonymous meta pa erns, we have rich type distributions of the entities from the large collection of extractions.
As shown in Figure 6 , given the ontology of entity types (e.g., $L : $C , $S , $C , . . . ; $P : $A , $A , $P , . . . ), for the group of synonymous meta pa erns "president $P of $L ", "$L 's president $P ", and "$L president $P ", are the entity types, $L and $P , of appropriate granularity to make the pa erns precise? If we look at the type distributions of entities in the extractions of these pa erns, it is clear that most of the entities for $L are typed at a ne-grained level as $C (e.g., "United States") or $E (e.g., "Russian"), and most of the entities for $P also have the ne-grained type $P . erefore, compared with "$L president $P ", the two ne-grained meta pa erns "$C president $P " and "$E president $P " are more precise; we have the same claim for other meta pa erns in the synonymous group. On the other hand, for the group of synonymous meta pa erns on person:age, we can see most of the entities are typed at a coarsegrained level as $P instead of $A or $P . So the entity type in the pa erns is good to be $P . From this observation, given an entity type T in the meta pa ern group, we propose a metric, called graininess, that is de ned as the fraction of the entities typed by T that can be ne-grained to T 's sub-types:
T ∈subt pe of (T ) num entit (T )
T ∈subt pe of (T )∪{T } num entit (T ) If (T ) is higher than a threshold θ , we go down the type ontology for the ne-grained types. Suppose we have determined the appropriate type level in the meta pa ern group using the graininess metric. However, not every type at the level should be used to construct precise meta pa erns. For example, we can see from Figure 6 for the pa erns on president, very few entities of $L are typed as $C , and very few entities of $P are typed as $A . Comparing with $C , $E , and $P , these ne-grained types are at the same level but have too small support of extractions. We exclude them from the meta pa ern group. Based on this idea, for an entity type T , we propose another metric, called support, that is de ned as the ratio of the number of entities typed by T to the maximum number of entities typed by T 's sibling types:
. (4) If s (T ) is higher than a threshold γ , we consider the type T in the meta pa ern group; otherwise, we drop it. With these two metrics, we develop a top-down scheme that rst conducts segmentation and synonymous pa ern grouping on the coarse-grained typed meta pa erns, and then checks if the negrained types are signi cant and if the pa erns can be split to the ne-grained level; we also develop a bo om-down scheme that rst works on the ne-grained typed meta pa erns, and then checks if the pa erns can be merged into a coarse-grained level.
Complexity analysis
We develop three new components in our MetaPAD. e time complexity of generating meta pa erns with context-aware segmentation is O(ω |C|) where ω is the maximum pa ern length and |C| is the corpus size (i.e., the total number of tokens in the corpus). e complexity of grouping synonymous meta pa erns is O(|MP |), and the complexity of adjusting type levels is O(h|MP |) where |MP | is the number of quality meta pa erns and h is the height of type ontology. e total complexity is O(ω |C| + (h + 1)|MP |), which is linear in the corpus size.
PATTY [28] is also scalable in the number of sentences but for each sentence, the complexity of dependency parsing it adopted is as high as O(n 3 ) where n is the length of the sentence. If the corpus has many long sentences, PATTY is time-consuming; whereas our MetaPAD's complexity is linear to the sentence length for every individual sentence. e empirical study on the scalability can be found in the next section.
EXPERIMENTS
is section reports our essential experiments that demonstrate the e ectiveness of the MetaPAD at (1) typed textual pa ern mining: discovering synonymous groups of meta pa erns, and (2) one application: extracting tuple information from two datasets of di erent genres. Additional results regarding e ciency are reported as well. Table 2 presents the statistics of two datasets from di erent genres:
Datasets
• APR: news from e Associated Press and Reuters in 2015;
• TWT: tweets collected via Twitter API in 2015/06-2015/09. e news corpus o en has long sentences, which is rather challenging for textual pa ern mining. For example, the component of dependency parsing in PATTY [28] has cubic computational complexity of the length for individual sentences.
e preprocessing techniques in our MetaPAD adopt distant supervision with external databases for entity recognition and negrained typing (see Sec. 3.1). We use DBpedia [3] and Freebase [5] as knowledge bases for distant supervision.
Experimental Settings
We conduct two tasks in the experiments. e rst task is to discover typed textual pa erns from massive corpora and organize the pa erns into synonymous groups. We compare with the state-of-the-art SOL pa ern synset mining method PATTY [28] on both the quality of pa erns and the quality of synonymous pa ern groups. Since there is no standard ground truth of the typed textual pa erns, we report extensive qualitative analysis on the three datasets.
e second task is to extract entity, a ribute, value (EAV) tuple information. For every synonymous pa ern set generated by the competitive methods from news and tweets, we assign it to one a ribute type from the set in Table 3 if appropriate. We collect 5,621 EAV-tuples from the extractions, label them as true or false, and nally, we have 3,345 true EAV-tuples. We have 2,400 true EAV-tuples from APR and 2,090 from TWT. Most of them are out of the existing knowledge bases: we are exploring new extractions from new text corpora.
We evaluate the performance in terms of precision and recall. Precision is de ned as the fraction of the predicted EAV-tuples that are true. Recall is de ned as the fraction of the labelled true EAV-tuples that are predicted as true EAV-tuples. We use (1) the F1 score that is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and (2) the Area Under the precision-recall Curve (AUC). All the values are between 0 and 1, and a higher value means be er performance.
In the second task, besides PATTY, the competitive methods for tuple extraction are: Ollie [36] is an open IE system that extracts relational tuples with syntactic and lexical pa erns; ReNoun [40] learns "S-A-O" pa erns such as "S A, O, " and "A of S is O" with annotated corpus. Both methods ignore the entity-typing information. We develop four alternatives of MetaPAD as follows: 1. MetaPAD-T only develops segmentation to generate pa erns in which the entity types are at the top (coarse-grained) level; 2. MetaPAD-TS develops all the three components of MetaPAD including synonymous pa ern grouping based on MetaPAD-T; 3. MetaPAD-B only develops segmentation to generate pa erns in which the entity types are at the bo om ( ne-grained) level; 4. MetaPAD-BS develops all the three components of MetaPAD including synonymous pa ern grouping based on MetaPAD-B.
For the parameters in MetaPAD, we set the maximum pa ern length as ω = 20, the threshold of graininess score as θ = 0.8, and the threshold of support score as γ = 0.1. We tuned the parameters to achieve the best performance. We would like to point out that it would be more e ective to automatically nd the best parameters by statitical analysis on the corpus distribution.
Results on Typed Textual Pattern Discovery
Our proposed MetaPAD discovers high-quality meta pa erns by context-aware segmentation from massive text corpus with a pattern quality assessment function. It further organizes them into synonymous groups. With each group of the truly synonymous meta pa erns, we can easily assign an appropriate a ribute type to it, and harvest a large collection of instances extracted by di erent pa erns of the same group. Table 4 presents the groups of synonymous meta pa erns that express a ribute types country:president and company:ceo. First, we can see that the meta pa erns are generated from a typed corpus instead of the shortest path of a dependency parse tree. us, the pa erns can keep rich, wide context information. Second, the meta pa erns are of high quality on informativeness, completeness, and so on, and practitioners can easily tell why the pa erns are extracted as an integral semantic unit. ird, though the pa erns like "$P was elected as the president of $C " are relatively long and rare, they can be grouped with their synonymous pa erns so that all the extractions about one entity-a ribute type can be aggregated into one set. at is why MetaPAD successfully discovers who is/was the president of a small country like Burkina Faso or the ceo of a young company like Afghan Citadel. Fourth, MetaPAD discovered a rich collection of person:date of birth information from the new corpus that does not o en exist in the knowledge bases, thanks to our meta pa erns use not only entity types but also data types like $M $D $Y . Figure 7 shows the SOL pa ern synsets that PATTY generates from the four sentences. First, the dependency path loses the rich context around the entities like "president" in the rst example and "ceo" in the last example. Second, the SOL pa ern synset cannot group truly synonymous typed textual pa erns. We can see the advantages of generating meta pa erns and grouping them into synonymous clusters. In the introduction section we also show our MetaPAD can nd meta pa erns of rich data types for the a ribute types like person:age and person:date of birth.
Results on EAV-Tuple Extraction
Besides directly comparisons on the quality of mining synonymous typed textual pa erns, we apply pa erns from di erent systems, Ollie [36] , ReNoun [40] , and PATTY [28] , to extract tuple information from the two general corpora APR (news) and TWT (tweets). We a empt to provide quantitative analysis on the use of the typed textual pa erns by evaluating how well they can facilitate the tuple Figure 7: Compared with our meta patterns, the SOL pattern mining does not take the rich context into full consideration of pattern quality assessment; the de nition of SOL pattern synset is too limited to group truly synonymous patterns. [16] . Table 5 summarizes comparison results on tuple information that each texutal pa ern-driven system extracts from news and tweet datasets. Figure 8 presents precision-recall curves that further demonstrate the e ectiveness of our MetaPAD methods. We provide our observation and analysis as follows. (e.g., relatively 37.3% and 41.2% on F1 and AUC in the APR data). MetaPAD achieves 0.38-0.42 F1 score on discovering the EAV-tuples of new a ributes like country:president and company:ceo. In the TAC KBP competition, the best F1 score of extracting values of traditional a ributes like person:parent is only 0.3430 [16] . Meta-PAD can achieve reasonable performance when working on the new a ributes. MetaPAD also discovers the largest number of true tuples: on both datasets we discover more than a half of the labelled EAV-tuples (1,355/2,400 from APR and 1,111/2,090 from TWT).
2) e best of MetaPAD-T and MetaPAD-B that only segment but do not group meta pa erns can outperform PATTY relatively by 19.4% (APR) and 78.5% (TWT) on F1 and by 27.6% (APR) and 115.3% (TWT) on AUC. Ollie parses individual sentences for relational tuples in which the relational phrases are o en verbal expressions. So Ollie can hardly nd exact a ribute names from words or phrases of the relational phrases. ReNoun's S-A-O pa erns like "S's A O" require human annotations, use too general symbols, and bring too much noise in the extractions. PATTY's SOL pa erns use entity types but ignore rich context around the entities and only keep the short dependency path. Our meta pa en mining has context-aware segmentation with pa ern quality assessment, which generates high-quality typed textual pa erns from the rich context.
3)
In MetaPAD-TS and MetaPAD-BS, we develop the modules of grouping synonymous pa erns and adjusting the entity types for appropriate granularity. ey improve the F1 score by 14.8% and 16.8% over MetaPAD-T and MetaPAD-B, respectively. We can see the number of true positives is signi cantly improved by aggregating extractions from di erent but synonymous meta pa erns. 4) On the tweet data, most of the person, location, and organization entities are NOT able to be typed at a ne-grained level. So MetaPAD-T(S) works be er than MetaPAD-B(S). e news data include a large number of entities of ne-grained types like the presidents and CEOs. So MetaPAD-B(S) works be er. Figure 9 shows the performance on di erent a ribute types on APR. MetaPAD outperforms all the other methods on each type. When there are many ways (pa erns) of expressing the a ributes, such as country:president, company:ceo, and award:winner, Meta-PAD gains more aggregated extractions from grouping the synonymous meta pa erns. Our MetaPAD can generate more informative and complete pa erns than PATTY's SOL pa erns: for state:representative, state:senator, and county:sheri that may not have many pa erns, MetaPAD does not improve the performance much but it still works be er than the baselines.
In our study, we nd false EAV-tuple cases from quality meta pa erns because the pa erns are of high quality but not consistently reliable on speci c a ributes. For example, "president $P spoke to $C people" is a quality pa ern but it is only highly reliable to extract who-spoke-to-whom relations but less reliable to claim the person is the country's president. We can o en see correct cases like (American, president, Barack Obama) from "President Barack Obama spoke to American people" but we can also nd false cases like (Iraqi, president, Jimmy Carter) from "President Jimmy Carter spoke to Iraqi people". We would suggest to use either truth nding models or more syntatic and lexical features to nd the trustworthy tuples in the future.
Results on E ciency
e execution time experiments were all conducted on a machine with 20 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz. Our framework is implemented in C++ for meta-pa ern segmentation and in Python for grouping synonymous meta pa erns and adjusting type levels. We set up 10 threads for MetaPAD as well as all baseline methods. Table 6 presents the e ciency performance of MetaPAD on the datasets: both the number of meta pa erns and time complexity are linear to the corpus size. Speci cally, for the 31G tweet data, MetaPAD takes less than 2 hours, while PATTY that requires Stanford parser takes 7.3 hours, and Ollie takes 28.4 hours. Note that for the smaller news data that have many long sentences, PATTY takes even more time, 10.1 hours.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a novel typed textual pa ern structure, called meta pa ern, which is extened to a frequent, complete, informative, and precise subsequence pa ern in certain context, compared with the SOL pa ern. We developed an e cient framework, MetaPAD, to discover the meta pa erns from massive corpora with three techniques, including (1) a context-aware segmentation method to carefully determine the boundaries of the pa erns with a learnt pa ern quality assessment function, which avoids costly dependency parsing and generates high-quality pa erns, (2) a clustering method to group synonymous meta pa erns with integrated information of types, context, and instances, and (3) top-down and bo om-up schemes to adjust the levels of entity types in the meta pa erns by examining the type distributions of entities in the instances. Experiments demonstrated that MetaPAD e ciently discovered a large collection of high-quality typed textual pa erns to facilitate challenging NLP tasks like tuple information extraction.
